
Contact person: Anna De Vita anffasinternational@anffaspordenone.it  

Hosting organisation: Fondazione Anffas “Giulio Locatelli” Onlus 

 Pordenone – Italy  

The project will take place in Pordenone, the third city in the 

Friuli Venezia Giulia region, in the North East of Italy, at 

about 60 km from Venice.  

Pordenone has around 51.000 inhabitants. Placed in a 

strategic position close to the mountains and to the sea.  

www.comune.pordenone.it 

 

was born in 1969 as a voluntary association. It works in the social health care.  

Since 1994 it runs the "Giulio Locatelli" centre, a residential and daily care service for 

people with different levels of disabilities. The guests are from 5 years old up. The 

principal aims are to give a non independent person physical, emotional and relational 

support based on his real needs, to improve his quality life also in terms of inclusion 

and integration. It also organizes daily socio-occupational crafts rooms, recreational 

and sportive activities supported by the local volunteers. All our activities vary and 

alternate in time and respond to the occupational and enabling needs of the guests. 

Presently we propose crafts of painting and drawing, music therapy, beauty farm, reading, sport 

activities gymnastics, bowls and dance ability. In the local community we work to create a network 

of good practices with public administrations, private bodies, other associations. Anffas creates 

awareness events, free information seminars and training projects for teachers, students and 

professionals.  

 

As a volunteer, you will have the chance to support the caregivers enriching all the daily activities 

of the guests.                                                                                             

You can:                                                                                                                         

• support in the preparation of weekly activities, (collect some materials, take care that everything 

is ready…)                                                                                                  

• Supporting and assisting the caregivers in the recreational and workshop activities such as 

cooking activity, digital storytelling, board games, going to the library, music animation, 
technology, easy to read                                                                              

• Support the disables in sport activities                                                                       

• Create posts and stories for social networks                                                                 

• Participate in the training session for expert and professionals                                 

• Participate and organize complementary activities with other volunteers, such as international 

evening, language workshops and local events                                                          

• Help in practical and creative work                                                                               

• Present your own culture and country                                                                         

• Promote the ESC programme in the schools and associations of the region              

• Help in supporting the preparation of Italian volunteers willing to leave with ESC    

                                                                                        

mailto:anffasinternational@anffaspordenone.it
http://www.comune.pordenone.it/


You should be responsible, motivated, patient, tolerant and flexible to adapt to changes. Willing to 
work in an international social environment: interested firstly in the relationship with the people with 
disability, secondly in the workshop activities and thirdly in linving in Italy. Motivated to learn the 
Italian language. Motivated to learn, dynamic, versatile, positive, curious, respectful, sensitive. 
Motivated for team work and educational paths. Able to share a flat with other young Europeans, or 
live with a host family and respect the rules. Passionate for the activities we offer. You have to be 
aware that ESC is not a vacation, is not just travelling to another country but it is a full time learning 
experience in a safe environment. 

 

                                                                         

As a volunteer, you will live in a flat (deposit of 100€) together with 4 other volunteers from different 

countries, in the city of Pordenone just a walk away from the hosting organization. The 

accommodation will be provided in a single or double room with a shared bathroom and kitchen. 

You will receive 150 euros pocket money and an extra 200 euros as food money if you prepare all 

your meals. In this way you are free to cook in your fully equipped flat. You can get a bike under the 

deposit of 40,00 euros. 

For Short Term volunteers                                                                                                               

usually working in the daily care service Monday to Friday from 9.00 to 15.00 

For Long Term volunteers                                                                                                                

usually working in the residential care service Monday to Friday from 7.30 to 13.30 on the morning 

shift and 15.00 to 21.00 on the afternoon shift. 

From September till June Italian language classes twice a week for two hours per lesson. 

 

Here you can find the website of Fondazione Anffas www.anffaspordenone.it         

Find us on Facebook:  

https://www.facebook.com/Europe-in-Fondazione-Anffas-Pordenone-101615148978953 click I like 

=) 

Find us on Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/europeinanffaspordenone/   follow us =) 

 

Enjoy this video by ESC volunteers: 

ANFFAS VOLUNTEERING https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRaeg30G9yI 

http://www.anffaspordenone.it/
https://www.facebook.com/Europe-in-Fondazione-Anffas-Pordenone-101615148978953
https://www.instagram.com/europeinanffaspordenone/
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